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Abstract

What regard should a learning algorithm hold for the different information
traces found in a sample? Answering this question objectively is not easy.
Moreover, given that a full range of traits can be found in a human learning
analogy, from the most daring or ingenuous, to the most conservative or in-
credulous. Furthermore different interests are met at each task at hand. But
in AI domains it is a must to clearly state the right will for believing what
is seen when mining data bases. A key concept in this matter is objectivity.
The aim of this work is to ponder an approach to objective KDDB, based
on a feature cardinality driven distance measure to uninformative distribu-
tions. From this perspective, we propose alternative measures of reliability
and representativity combined in a notion of utility. The properties and bi-
ases of this measure have not yet been thoroughly studied but the measure
itself has proved to be quite effective as a heuristic when searching to opti-
mize a sample in a simultaneous multi-interval discretization of continuous
features. The empirical results show that the most relevant patterns are
revealed. Also, optimal cardinalities and optimal subsets of ascendants can
be found for any feature, according to a natural bias of the measure toward
the MDL principle. As a conclusion, it appears we can assertively capture
knowledge from this approach. This may be useful for other knowledge
discovery tasks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Machine learning, data mining, knowledge discovery or many other related
labels, refer all of them to slightly different attitudes facing similar prob-
lems which, in essence, are sharing a common conceptual basis: the aim is
to mimic such a primary human ability as it is learning from observation.
In other words, the goal is to get that kind of knowledge which stems ba-
sically from experience and can hardly be expressed as formal theories or
mathematical equations.

From the AI community, it is not amazing at all to have such an upright
purpose given that this learning framework is specially well suited for com-
puting machines. If machines are good at something that is its ability to
observe greats amounts of data in a very short time. The same experience
achieved by humans after years of observations, can easily be achieved and
even improved, by machines, in just a few seconds, whenever these obser-
vations are adequately provided. Anyway, as we will show, this question
has plenty of loose ends and the learning matter appears itself as a really
challenging question.

1.1 Domain representation

If human experience stems from repeatedly observing a fact under different
circumstances, adequately providing these observations to machines is bound
to two basic ideas: accurately figuring out which are those circumstances
that essentially govern the observed fact, here referred to as a domain, and
optimally decide how to represent such circumstances, usually by means of
features, taking numerical or categorical values from predefined sets.

This leads us to a first broad division within knowledge discovery, be-
tween what is referred to as transactional domains and relational domains.
In transactional domains, the features are called items and the observa-
tions, called transactions, are given as sets of items. All items are binary,
and in each set of items a value of one/zero indicates the presence/absence
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of that item in the transaction. On the other hand, in relational domains,
the features are called attributes, which are multinomial variables, and each
observation is an instantiation of all of them, (at first), in what is called
attribute-value pairs.

The scope of these different ways of domain representation might be
considered somewhat overlapped but there will usually be a better suited one
for each task at hand. Therefore, another important reason for this division
concerns to the different algorithmic approaches developed for, and applied
to, each, and the kind of results that each one can offer. So, the intrinsic
characteristics of the domain, along with the kind of results expected, is
what will finally determine the better way of representing it.

1.2 The question of learning

The main idea behind any knowledge discovery approach is to find traces
of relationship among features that may suggest the cause-effect relations
governing the real domain represented. Consequently, we should have avail-
able some way of numerically measuring those relationships. Indeed, as we
will show, many of them have been developed. Such a comprehensive liter-
ature exists about the so called interestingness measures that this topic is
becoming, day by day, a new discipline by itself.

So, at that point one may wonder, why so many of them exist when there
is a single thing to be measured? The answer to this question is definitely
not easy and has two loose ends: (i) the first one is what should particularly
be measured, and refers to a matter of interest, therefore subjective to each
particular task at hand, and (ii) the second one is how should it exactly be
measured, so related to a matter of assertiveness and therefore, I would not
dare to say strictly objective, but not so subjective.

In the next chapter we analyze in depth both issues, though it is worth
forwarding that none of them is definitely stated and no approaches exist
that give optimal results for all types of knowledge discovery related prob-
lems.

These relations between features are commonly called rules. Rule dis-
covery has received significant research attention because rules are among
the most expressive and human understandable representation of knowledge.
To state it in a few words, a rule is an implication of the form a → b, where
a and b are either sets of items or attribute-value pairs, bound to a cer-
tain degree of reliability, derivable from the fact of observing some degree
of coocurrence of a and b.

Another powerful and human understandable representation of knowl-
edge is graphical models. In essence, a graphical model is a visual represen-
tation of the set of rules that govern the behaviour of the domain, in which
each feature is explained as a consequent in a subset, (possibly empty for a
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marginal independent feature), of these rules.
From an algorithmic perspective, the first broad division can be given in

terms of association rule mining, and classification, and while being true that
some fitting exists between this two frameworks and both kinds of domain
representation, again we run into some overlapping. We would rather say
that this division is more related to the resulting set of rules that one may
expect:

1. classification, or machine learning, is an entire discipline by itself,
including neural nets, bayesian nets, induction trees, among other su-
pervised learning methods, initially addressed to relational domains.
Anyway, from the machine learning community, some heuristic algo-
rithms for rule discovery have been developed, such as C4.5 rules [29],
CN2 [8] or RIPPER [9]. These algorithms focus on classification accu-
racy and usually return a small set of rules. But their heuristic method
does not guarantee the discovery of the best quality rules.

2. in contrast, association rule mining, is an unsupervised paradigm that
produces a complete rule set, what is more desirable whenever it is
computationally feasible. It was initially formulated by [1] for trans-
actional domains and has evolved to a general purpose rule discovery
scheme with wide applications, one of them being class association
rules, fully stepping into classification domains [23]. However, associ-
ation rule discovery is bound to some user prefixed support and con-
fidence constraints, and usually produces too many rules, being quite
inefficient when the minimum support is low. This has account for a
lot of research, leading recently to optimal rule set pruning strategies,
bound to the development of interestingness measures and the study
of their analytic and algorithmic properties [6].

Placing our work with respect to these frameworks, it is worth forwarding
that we will rather remain in this no man’s land of the class association
rules, but with the difference that any domain feature can take here the
roll of a class attribute. We are mining for rules, but these are just only
the basic pieces of a more general expectation which is the full pattern
that explains each feature. This difference goes even further, in the sense
that knowledge discovery is viewed from a domain sensitive (nor supervised,
neither unsupervised) perspective. Thus, all possible dependencies among
features, including conditional dependence relations, can simultaneously be
taken into account.

Therefore, though some ideas are exposed with a certain flavour to a
particular framework, the most of our work carries through, as a general
discovery tool, suitable to both.
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1.3 The problems with data

Regardless of domain representation and algorithmic approaches, further
problems may appear at learning time, due to some inherent questions re-
lated to data driven domain representations.

Unfortunately, it is more usual than desired that the set of observa-
tions presents some lack of information: data can be incomplete (missing
values) and/or unbalanced (skewed marginal frequencies). This problem se-
riously affects heuristic approaches to relational domains, specially when a
multinomial sampling scheme is considered. In this case, the degree of in-
completeness may bias its behaviour, unless some actions are taken in order
to manage this lack of information. Other undesired effects of this problems
in data are overfitting and accuracy degradation.

In association rule mining none of these is considered a problem by def-
inition. From our opinion, unbalanced data may lead to not sufficiently
contrasted information, so we step aside from this consideration. Beyond
single rules, looking ahead for assertive explanation patterns, unbalance of
data becomes a crucial matter. We widely object this all along this work.

Another common problem with data is the presence of continues features
or categorical ones with a large set of possible categories. Association rule
mining, and most of the classification approaches, can deal only with discrete
values, and large cardinalities may lead to prohibitive computational cost.
That means that continuous attributes have to be discretized and large
categorical attributes have to be clustered. Many methods exist in order
to do this and the learning process will be clearly affected by the resulting
partitions given by this discretization or clustering procedures. Most often,
discretization is done independently for each feature. However, since they
may be not independent, one should consider the possibility of simultaneous
discretization. We will show how we can deal with this matter from our
framework.

Still another question is the relevance of each feature as an information
source about the represented domain. In some cases, too many features
are available and it is a good approach to get rid of the most irrelevant
ones. In other cases, some of them may even be self-defeating, leading to
cheating results or lower accurate models. This issue is known as feature
subset selection. We also will show how the proposed framework can give us
some orientation about how to perform this task.

1.4 Notation and terminology

Because of its higher level of generality and its direct translation to associ-
ation rule mining, we are going to use a relational framework notation.

Let’s consider a domain characterized by a set of m multinomial fea-
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tures X =
{
X1, X2,. . ., Xm

}
and a set {D} of N examples over these fea-

tures. Let’s consider two any features, or attributes, of this domain, and
denote Xp = {xp

1, x
p
2, . . . , xp

r} and Xq = {xq
1, x

q
2, . . . , xq

s} as the set of pos-
sible outcomes of features Xp and Xq, with cardinalities crd (Xp) = r and
crd (Xq) = s, respectively. Also, for any pair

(
xp

i , x
q
j

)
we denote np

i , n
q
j and

npq
ij as the marginal and joint frequencies given in {D} .

Translating to association rule mining, features Xp and Xq are items
with cardinalities r = 2 and s = 2, with possible outcomes xp

1 = xq
1 =

present and xp
2 = xq

2 = absent.
In order to avoid any misleading interpretation, let’s point out that car-

dinality is sometimes referred, in association rule mining, to the marginal
frequency of an item or set of items. It is important to keep this difference
in mind, because in our context, the cardinality becomes a fundamental
property of the features.

Additionally, and for the purpose of clarity in our exposition, we state
three levels of relationship: (i) we refer to a rule whenever we are consid-
ering a relation like xp

i → xq
j , (ii) we refer to a subpattern whenever we are

considering the set of rules included in the relation xp
i → Xq, and (iii) we re-

fer to a pattern whenever we are considering the whole set of rules included
in the relation Xp → Xq. These designations will hold, unless explicitly
noted, independently of our intention when considering the relationships
(association, classification or whatever).

Again, please keep this in mind because, in association rule mining, a
pattern refers to a particular set of items in the antecedent of a rule, what
is not our case.
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Chapter 2

Measures for knowledge
discovery

Once stated that we are interested in numerically measure the degree of rela-
tionship between features, we must be aware of the following: the only thing
that can objectively be measured is coocurrence of itemsets or attribute-
value pairs, whatever be the case. Down from here, we can implement this
information in multiple formal expressions, in order to enhance different
aspects of interest, but at that point we are already trespassing the subjec-
tive/objective borderline.

2.1 Interestingness criteria

A great amount of different flavoured measures exist, each one associated
with some conceptual label indicating the intention lying at the origin of
the formal expression. The data mining community refers with the general
expression of interestingness to the different specific criteria intended to be
measured.

A good categorization of interestingness is given in [13], where the au-
thors point up and give detailed descriptions of the following criteria: con-
ciseness, coverage, reliability, peculiarity, diversity, novelty, surprisingness,
utility and actionability. As the authors appropriately mention, some of
these criteria are somewhat correlated, rather than independent of one an-
other, so it is not an excluding classification. It is more of a clear symp-
tomatic expression about the difficulties associated to the fact of turning a
simple coocurrence based information into a conceptual measure of interest-
ingness.

Still from [13], a further classification of these nine criteria is given,
splitting them into objective (raw data based), subjective (data and domain
knowledge based) or semantics-based considerations, and again some over-
lapping is unavoidable.
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A handful of some of the most commonly used interestingness measures
is presented in fig. 2.1 extracted from the same survey given in [13].

Let’s forward that, from the most objective considerations, our interest
overlaps, mainly, the notions of conciseness, coverage, reliability, utility and
actionability:

1. conciseness, because the result of a mining process should be strictly
restricted to the most relevant information. Much research has been
conducted upon this topic, leading to minimum description length ap-
proaches or pruning approaches such as monotonicity [27], confidence
invariance [3] and more recently optimonotonicity [6]. We will show
later how our proposal deals with this question from a quite different
approach for relational domains. And regarding to transactional do-
mains, some work is ongoing upon the algorithmic properties of the
measure, in order to establish pruning strategies.

2. coverage, because we believe that assertive knowledge involves any in-
formation that is properly faced up to its counterpart. Again, our
proposal deals differently with this topic, defining a measure focused
in this notion of contrastability instead of the common notion of gen-
erality. This can be useful in order to discover poorly supported but
well contrasted information that might be overlooked by other knowl-
edge discovery mechanisms, as well as filtering well supported but not
sufficiently contrasted information. Furthermore, in the root of this
difference lies a quiet different perspective: within the association rule
mining framework, coverage is regarded from the generated rule set
with respect to the examples given in the data set, and the generation
of an optimal rule set is based upon rule excluding and example uncov-
ering considerations. From our perspective, coverage is regarded from
the examples given in the data set with respect to the real domain,
thus considering the very likely possibility that not all the information
about the domain will be equally represented in the data set, specially
in the case of skewed or small and sparse data.

3. reliability, because our interest goes obviously to truthful information,
that may lead to highly accurate inference models of the given domain.
Once more, a lot of proposals have been given from probability, statis-
tics and information retrieval, to measure the reliability of discovered
knowledge, relaying basically on confidence or independence consider-
ations. We also contribute here introducing the notion of the quantity
or quality of information conveyed by a particular relationship, as a
function of the cardinality of the features involved in it.

4. utility and actionability, as related to the preceding one, because we
expect to model the represented domain in order to make inference
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Table IV. Probability Based Objective Interestingness Measures for Rules
Measure Formula

Support P (AB)

Confidence/Precision P (B|A)

Coverage P (A)

Prevalence P (B)

Recall P (A|B)

Specificity P (¬B|¬A)

Accuracy P (AB) + P (¬ A¬ B)

Lift/Interest P (B|A)/P (B) or P (AB)/P (A)P (B)

Leverage P (B|A) − P (A)P (B)

Added Value/Change of Support P (B|A) − P (B)

Relative Risk P (B|A)/P (B|¬A)

Jaccard P (AB)/(P (A) + P (B) − P (AB))

Certainty Factor (P (B|A) − P (B))/(1 − P (B)),

Odds Ratio
P (AB)P (¬A¬B)
P (A¬B)P (¬BA)

Yule’s Q
P (AB)P (¬A¬B) − P (A¬B)P (¬AB)
P (AB)P (¬A¬B) + P (A¬B)P (¬AB)

Yule’s Y

√
P (AB)P (¬A¬B) −

√
P (A¬B)P (¬AB)√

P (AB)P (¬A¬B) +
√

P (A¬B)P (¬AB)

Klosgen
√

P (AB)(P (B|A) − P (B)),
√

P (AB) max(P (B|A) − P (B), P (A|B) − P (A))

Conviction
P (A)P (¬B)

P (A¬B)

Interestingness Weighting

Dependency

(( P (AB))
P (A)P (B)

)k − 1) ∗ P (AB)m,where k, m are coefficients of dependency and

generality, respectively, weighting the relative importance of the two factors.

Collective Strength
P (AB)+P (¬B|¬A)

P (A)P (B)+P (¬A)∗P (¬B)
∗ 1−P (A)P (B)−P (¬A)∗P (¬B)

1−P (AB)−P (¬B|¬A)

Laplace Correction
N (AB)+1
N (A)+2

Gini Index
P (A) ∗ {P (B|A)2 + P (¬B|A)2} + P (¬A) ∗ {P (B|¬A)2

+P (¬B|¬A)2} − P (B)2 − P (¬B)2

Goodman and Kruskal

∑
i

max j P (Ai Bj )+
∑

j
maxi P (Ai Bj )−maxi P (Ai )−maxi P (Bj )

2−maxi P (Ai )−maxi P (Bj )

Normalized Mutual Information
∑

i

∑
j

P (Ai B j ) ∗ log2

P (Ai Bj )

P (Ai )P (Bj )
/{−

∑
i

P (Ai ) ∗ log2 P (Ai )}

J-Measure P (AB) log( P (B|A)
P (B)

) + P (A¬B) log( P (¬B|A)
P (¬B)

)

One-Way Support P (B|A) ∗ log2
P (AB)

P (A)P (B)

Two-Way Support P (AB) ∗ log2
P (AB)

P (A)P (B)

Two-Way Support Variation
P (AB) ∗ log2

P (AB)
P (A)P (B)

+ P (A¬B) ∗ log2
P (A¬B)

P (A)P (¬B)
+

P (¬AB) ∗ log2
P (¬AB)

P (¬A)P (B)
+ P (¬A¬B) ∗ log2

P (¬A¬B)
P (¬A)P (¬B)

∅−Coefficient (Linear Correlation

Coefficient)

P (AB)−P (A)P (B)√
P (A)P (B)P (¬A)P (¬B)

Piatetsky-Shapiro P (AB) − P (A)P (B)

Cosine P (AB)√
P (A)P (B)

Loevinger 1 − P (A)P (¬B)
P (A¬B)

Information Gain log P (AB)
P (A)P (B)

Sebag-Schoenauer P (AB)
P (A¬B)

Least Contradiction P (AB)−P (A¬B)
P (B)

Odd Multiplier P (AB)P (¬B)
P (B)P (A¬B)

Example and Counterexample Rate 1 − P (A¬B)
P (AB)

Zhang P (AB)−P (A)P (B)
max(P (AB)P (¬B), P (B)P (A¬B))

Figure 2.1: Some commonly used objective measures of interestingness
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Figure 2.2: Classification of Objective measures

or take decisions, and also figuring out some understanding of its be-
haviour, specially for relational domains.

2.2 Measures of deviation

A different classification of interestingness measures is that given by [4] and
shown in fig. 2.2, with some examples of the most well known measures.

In this work, the authors state that there exist two different but comple-
mentary aspects of rule interestingness: deviation from independence and
deviation from what they call equilibrium, that is the situation of maxi-
mum uncertainty of the consequent given that the antecedent is known.
Furthermore, they distinguish between descriptive measures and statistical
measures.

This classification is further revised in [20] where the authors describe
a unified probabilistic framework toward a systematic generalization of as-
sociation rule measures, related to different reference situations, that is,
independence, indetermination or a minimum confidence threshold.

To the most of our knowledge, comprehensive comparative studies of
interestingness measures have been done only from the point of view of as-
sociation rule mining, thus the wider scope of our proposal does not exactly
fit into them. Anyway, we definitely have a special predilection for this clas-
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sification point of view, because in our opinion, it clearly hits the nail on
its head: being knowledge acquisition our main goal, we are much more in-
terested in measuring the amount of information conveyed by a relationship
among features, than stating its dependence or independence.

Of course, deviation from independence is closely related to conveyed
information. But, measures based on deviation from independence have two
major pitfalls:

1. Regarding specially to statistical measures, they center their main at-
tention in being as accurate as possible at the time of deciding depen-
dence or independence, that is handling Type-I and Type-II errors.
Beyond the type of statistic used, the main focus is placed on meth-
ods based on the Bonferroni corrections and so on. And aiming at
this, they tend to be less sensitive to degrees of half dependence, re-
sulting in a kind of high accurate switching behaviour. In this sense,
descriptive measures would be better well suited.

2. But, there’s still a second pitfall. Admitting that what we are con-
cerned about is knowledge, and knowledge means, in our case, cer-
tainty about a consequent given that we know an antecedent, any
measure based on deviation from independence is biased by definition.
Simply, because it is pointing to the wrong direction. The ground
floor in order to adeptly measure this concept is, not the indepen-
dence, but the equilibrium, or what, for obvious reasons, we prefer to
call minimum information.

2.3 Some objections

Though being quite certain that different interests entail (in reference to sec-
tion 1.2, different whats and different hows, while talking about knowledge
as possible cause-effect relations suggested by the sample, there should be
no space left to any possible confusion. The flurry of different measures, the
comprehensive literature on selecting the right ones for each task at hand
[22],[34], as well as the claim against the hype of omnipotent interestingness
measures [35], is no more than a symptom that some lacking hovers the data
mining scene.

In our opinion, three basic objections are the culprit: (i) the random
essence of any sample is somewhat misunderstood, (ii) some subtleties about
what knowledge is or, more precisely, what better knowledge is, are some-
what set aside, and (iii) the will for believing what is seen is not clearly
stated.

Let’s consider the simple example of a transaction data set given in
Tab.1. 1

1This example is extracted from [13].
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Milk Bread Eggs
1 0 1
1 1 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
0 0 1

Table 2.1: Transaction Dataset

Coverage for Milk is 4/5 and hence coverage for NoMilk is only 1/5.
Does it make any sense to consider a rule like Milk → Bread when there is
no comparable evidence in the dataset for the rule NoMilk → Bread?

Some of the defined measures try to take this fact into account, introduc-
ing factors with the probabilities for counter facts in some way. But that
is not the question. The real question is whether there is some evidence
missing in the dataset in order to adeptly measure the significance of that
possible rule. This topic is not new, and the argument therein is that though
we are talking about objective measures, there is a degree of subjectivity in
this way of considering evidential support. As pointed out by G.Shafer in
his Mathematical Theory of Evidence, (1976), a non-100% reliable system
giving a 100% probability for event (A) leaves open the question of which
is the probability for (A) not happening, which obviously questions its own
prediction of (A) happening. As far as we cannot be sure of it, a sample,
and consequently any rule taken out of it, should be considered objectively
as having less than a 100% reliability. Therefore, whenever we consider ev-
idential support from raw data, the estimates we make are afected by the
subjective consideration of the sample as being 100% reliable, even though
they are estimates. In other words, would it be fair to always estimate a
0/100% of probability for a rule with a 0/100% of confidence?

The Bayesian approach deals naturally with this question but implies
the drawback of assessing the prior distributions, which are hardly known
most of the time, rendering measures of support meaningless in the best
of cases. The so-called Dempster and Shaffer Theory of upper and lower
bounds for probabilities, is another useful mathematical formalism to deal
with this philosophical aspect of probability, though its practical application
may be a little cumbersome. The iterative proportional fitting algorithm
given by Mosteller is yet another alternative attempt to deal with it, though
somewhat contrived. As we will show, the proposed measure offers a new
point of view, from which we can approach objectivity more easily and
naturally.

Let’s think again about the transaction example of bread, milk and eggs.
For an association rule like Milk → Bread, we have a support of 3/5 and
a confidence of 3/4 and for an association rule like (Milk, Bread) → Eggs
we have a support of 2/5 and a confidence of 2/3. While the combination
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(Milk, Bread) has a total of four possible outcomes, the combination (Milk,
Bread, Eggs) offers as much as eight possible outcomes, therefore with a
much lower prior probability. Should we really believe that the former is
better supported than the latter? Should we consider these levels of con-
fidence from an absolute perspective? In other words, is the same kind,
quantity/quality, of knowledge given by these two rules?

In this case, the argument is quite subtle and it has to do with the
level of certainty/uncertainty associated with a feature as a function of its
cardinality, or what is also referred to as the quantity/quality of knowledge
given by that feature. The larger the cardinality of the features involved in
a rule, the more accurate and valuable is the information (in principle), but
the lesser the prior probability of finding that rule in the dataset.

These topics have been somewhat overlooked, and our new approach
tries to offer a way to address this omission.
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Chapter 3

Measuring objectively

One really objective measure should be defined by assuring an impartial
comparison within any rule’s evidence detected in the sample. Recalling the
objections raised above, three conditions should be met for this assumption
to be true: (i) the sample should be 100% reliable and equilibrated or other-
wise this should be taken into account in some way, (ii) the quantity/quality
of knowledge expressed by the rule should be taken into account in some
way, and (iii) the fairest balance between seeing and believing should be
guaranteed.

Following, we state some intuitive ideas which form the basis of our
approach and should hopefully lead us to fulfill these requirements. After-
ward, we introduce the basic idea of what we intend to measure, and how
we pretend to measure it.

3.1 Initial hypothesis

On the basis of our approach lie three intuitive assumptions, related to the
concepts of evidence and knowledge, as we are considering them throughout
this work.

3.1.1 Evidence quantifiability

The first hypothesis expresses the idea that the evidence conveyed by a
sample, with respect to the domain from which it has been drawn, is finite,
and therefore measurable. Consequently, the accuracy of any model or set of
rules build up from it, has to be directly related to this amount of evidence.

Practically speaking, this means that we should be able to give a numeri-
cal reference that allow us to qualify the quality of a sample, as a function of
the features considered, the given partitions of any clustered or discretized
ones, and the relations considered among them.
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3.1.2 Structural and parametrical evidence

The second hypothesis expresses the idea that the global evidence conveyed
by a sample, refers to two different aspects about the represented domain: (i)
the first one relates to which are the relations among features that actively
operate in the behaviour of the domain, what is known as the dependencies
model, and (ii), the second one relates to how this active relations operate in
case they certainly exist. We refer to the former as structural evidence, which
will determine the topology of the model, and to the latter as parametrical
evidence, which will determine the parameters of the model.

It is clear to our intuition, that whenever a dependence exist among two
features, it should be independent of any unbalance in the marginal distri-
butions. This will affect their parametrical relation but not the dependence
nature of its relation.

From this consideration, knowledge discovery can be tackled as two sep-
arate problems, one related to the structure of the model and another one
related to the parameters of the model, (in association rule mining, the
optimal set of rules and the confidence of the rules).

3.1.3 Certainty and uncertainty factors

The third hypothesis expresses the idea that different qualities of knowledge
exist. If we can think about knowledge as something measurable, then a
rule conveys different quantities or qualities of knowledge, as a function of
the cardinalities of the features involved. In other words, knowledge is not
a plain matter of reliability. It is also directly related with concepts like
certainty, accuracy, precision or rigour, all of them obviously related with
the cardinality, tending to exactness in the case of continuity.

Discretization is a very illustrative example of this idea: if we are going
to discretize a continuous feature, (keep in mind that from our perspective
any feature is a sort of class attribute), the information that we get about
that attribute is quite different whether the discretization is made in two
classes or in whatever greater than two. Thus, the question is how we can
express these different degrees of certainty.

The closest notion to certainty, (in this case its opposite, uncertainty),
comes from the information theory based on Shanon’s work A Mathematical
Theory of Communication [32]. We know that in binary domains, where
information is coded with binary devices, the capacity for coding information
increases exponentially with the number of devices. In his work, Shanon
stated that the uncertainty entailed by this coding increases logarithmically,
as given by the entropy of the coding device.

For instance, for an n bits coding device, the quantity of information
that can be coded (number of possible messages in information theory ter-
minology) is 2n, and in the case of being all of them equally probable, the
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uncertainty associated to this coding device is,

H = −
∑

i

pilog (pi) = −2n 1
2n

log

(
1
2n

)
= log (2n)

In this expression, Shanon was considering the probability of fail of each
bit in the coding device, so the total uncertainty had to be proportional to
the number of bits needed to code the total information, given by log (2n).
This is the intuitive reason for which he took a logarithm as an expression
of uncertainty, analogously to certain formulations of entropy taken from
statistical mechanics. This is also the basis for all entropy based measures.

From our opinion, being this theory perfectly suited for binary domains,
it should be carefully considered when applied to multinomial domains.

Any feature can be considered as an s-ary coding device, being s its
cardinality. In this case, the capacity of this device for coding information
is just its cardinality, (s messages, a linear function of it). Being all of them
equally probable the former expression would be,

H = −
∑

i

pilog (pi) = −s
1
s

log

(
1
s

)
= log (s)

But, regarding to uncertainty, we should be aware that we are talking
about a different concept. Does it make any sense to consider the probabil-
ity of fail of log (s) bits in this case? We are not thinking about retrieving
any message from a coding device with a possibility of fail. In a multino-
mial sampling domain, uncertainty refers only to the probability about a
particular outcome of a feature. So, in this case, uncertainty decreases as
1/s.

As opposite to uncertainty, certainty can be thought of as the number of
possible outcomes of the feature that can be discarded once we have evidence
of its real outcome. That is, (s− 1) out of s.

So, concluding this idea, our hypothesis states that the quantity or qual-
ity of knowledge associated to a feature as a function of its cardinality, has
to be directly related to these certainty, C ≡ (s− 1) /s, and uncertainty,
U ≡ 1/s, factors.

3.2 Reliability

What do we intend to measure? As explained in the previous section, we are
interested in useful and actionable knowledge, hence in the sense of certainty
about a consequent given that and antecedent is known. This kind of knowl-
edge allows us to make inference, take decisions and get some understanding
about the domain in question.
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And how can we measure it? We also have exposed that a good measure
for these criteria should be based on deviation from equilibrium, so taking
as a reference a state of minimum information.

3.2.1 The null conditional distribution (ncd)

This leads as to the formal definition of a reference uninformative distribu-
tion, given as a conditional distribution from which no information can be
grasped.

Definition 1. Two features (Xp, Xq) ∈ X, with crd (Xq) = s, are in
null conditional distribution (ncd) whenever ∀

(
xp

i , x
q
j

)
∈ (Xp, Xq) all joint

frequencies are npq
ij = np

i /s

This is an ideal situation, possible only among features with equal car-
dinality, but clearly defines a state of minimum information.

3.2.2 Deviation from the ncd

From this definition, it is immediate to measure a deviation of the condi-
tional distribution of (Xq |Xp) with respect to the ncd, as

∑
i,j

(
npq

ij −
np

i

s

)2

Furthermore, it would be good to normalize this measure. But this
normalization is not symmetric, and leads us to,

∆ (Xq |Xp) =
∑
i,j

npq
ij −

np
i
s

0− np
i
s

2

=
∑
i,j

 npq
ij

np
i
− 1

s

1
s


2

; 0 ≤
npq

ij

np
i

≤ 1
s

∆ (Xq |Xp) =
∑
i,j

npq
ij −

np
i
s

np
i −

np
i
s

2

=
∑
i,j

 npq
ij

np
i
− 1

s

s−1
s


2

;
1
s
≤

npq
ij

np
i

≤ 1

This gives us a kind of confirmation about our third hypothesis: in case
of npq

ij = np
i , that is, maximum certainty, the value of deviation is just the

certainty factor (s− 1) /s, and in case of maximum uncertainty, the value
of deviation is the uncertainty factor 1/s.
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3.2.3 Differences with respect to χ2

It is notable that at first glance, this expressions may have a certain flavour
to the χ2 statistic:

χ2 =
∑
i,j

(
npq

ij − np
i

nq
j

N

)2

np
i

nq
j

N

vs. ∆ =
∑
i,j

(
npq

ij − np
i

1
s

np
i

1
s

)2

But there are two important differences: (i) the factor np
i

nq
j

N in χ2, is the
joint distribution in the case of independence, while the factor np

i
1
s in ∆, is

the joint distribution in the case of minimum information, and (ii) while the
χ2 is properly normalized in order to have a χ2 distributed statistic, in our
measure, normalization is done simply with respect to one, not aiming at
building up any statistic, but rather at having a scalar measure of deviation.

In short, we are not seeking a value to perform an hypothesis test in
order to decide dependence or independence for a certain single rule. What
we are seeking is a measure of deviation in order to have a joined ranked
classification of all possible rules extracted from a mining process.

Obviously, as a counterpart, this value will not allow us to decide depen-
dence or independence, but in our case that is not the matter.

3.3 Representativity

A definitely new contribution of this approach is to extend the same formal-
ism to marginal distributions.

The marginal distribution of any feature is, by itself, a source of knowl-
edge, in the sense that, the more biased it is, the more predictable is the
outcome of that feature, independently of the existence of any related an-
tecedent. So, in the same way that we talk about reliability of rules, we can
talk about reliability of features, what we call the representativity.

3.3.1 The perfect marginal distribution (pmd)

The observation of this analogy, leads us to the formal definition of a refer-
ence uninformative distribution for marginal distributions.

Definition 2. A feature Xp ∈ X, with crd (Xp) = r, is in perfect marginal
distribution (pmd) whenever all its possible outcomes are equally covered,
that is, ∀xp

i ∈ Xp all marginal frequencies are np
i = N/r

3.3.2 Deviation from the pmd

Analogously to the previous, the marginal distribution deviation of feature
Xp with respect to the pmd is given by the following expressions,
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∆ (Xp) =
∑

i

(
np

i −
N
r

0− N
r

)2

=
∑

i

(
np

i
N − 1

r
1
r

)2

; 0 ≤
np

i

N
≤ 1

r

∆ (Xp) =
∑

i

(
np

i −
N
r

N − N
r

)2

=
∑

i

(
np

i
N − 1

r
r−1

r

)2

;
1
r
≤

np
i

N
≤ 1

3.4 The bias/variance dilemma

First of all, let’s point out that pmd and ncd state two perfectly defined
points, completely independent of the sample considered.

Second, we should kept in mind that, regardless of the distribution con-
sidered, these expressions are measuring exactly the same concept, and in
both cases, it can be regarded as knowledge related to the pattern.

Normally, our interest will be on the conditional distribution, because
this conveys the useful knowledge. But we must be aware that knowledge
conveyed by the marginal distribution acts in a clashing way: it is implicit
knowledge that we already had before considering any relationship, so it
should be wiped away from our degree of believe on this relationship. That
means that while our interest goes to rules as further as possible from the
ncd, it also goes to rules involving features as closer as possible to the pmd.

In other words, deviation from the ncd and deviation from the pmd
express opposite measures of knowledge. We show this in fig.3.1 where we
have depicted the former versus the opposite of the latter.
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Figure 3.1: Distance from ncd and Proximity to pmd for s=3
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This depiction expresses a kind of balance that exist between this two
concepts, given by the convexity of one and the concavity of the other.
Recalling the example of discretization, in order to get a partition showing
correctly the evidence present in the sample, it is necessary to find a point
of equilibrium between reliability and representativity, the optimization of
which may become clashing. Optimizing only reliability, may lead to a single
interval, a senseless situation expressing zero information. Optimizing only
representativity, will most of the times distort reliability.

We are coming across here with our third requirement expressed at the
beginning of this chapter. A fair balance must exist between this two con-
cepts and therefore, the importance of being both measured exactly in the
same way. As we will further expose in the next section, this is not more
then the way the bias/variance dilemma takes form within our approach.
The main contribution of our work, is to compose this balance in a single
measure. This is what we express in our title, (in a literary allowance), as
the right will for seeing and believing.

At the same time, while composing this balance in a single measure, we
are tackling the first requirement. The reliability of the sample is directly
related with the degree of coverage of each feature. Ideally, if all features
in a sample were in pmd, all rule’s prior probability would be maximally
equilibrated and only in this case, a comparison of their reliabilities would
be really objective. Including representativity (or lack of it) in our measure,
we are taking into account the reliability of the sample.

In other words, we pretend to state a ground zero at an hypothetical
sampling scheme with fixed equal rows and columns. This is obviously an
ideal sampling scheme, not likely to have in practice. But no one would
argue that it is the most powerful statistical situation in order to get the
most reliable conclusions. So, our intention is to state it as the absolute
reference from which to assign our degrees of believe to the rules considered.

Finally, still the second requirement is to be addressed in order to be
really assertive. It refers to the quantity or quality of knowledge expressed by
the rule. As we exposed above, the more the cardinality, the more accurate
the knowledge expressed. This is reflected in the sample as a lower prior
probability of finding a higher order frequent item set, and a lower prior
probability to find a rule involving higher cardinality features at a given
confidence level. This fact is not yet explicit in this measures and therefore
they present a significant bias in relation to cardinality.

The philosophy behind this approach is that, taking the certainty and
uncertainty factors as a base expressing the quantity/quality of knowledge,
a transformation can be applied in order to address this bias. We present
a general expression for this transformation, wherein alternative and sig-
nificantly different measures to coverage, support and confidence, can be
derived.

The intention behind the new measures is to be as objective as possible.
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As a result, the fact of believing what we see does not rely any more to an
on/off switch, less or more accurately designed, as it happens with statis-
tical measures. It does relay simply to the fact of observing that a certain
rule appears among the first or the last positions in the ranked classifica-
tion, being certainly sure that the former ones are expressing more useful
knowledge than the latter, regardless of the actual reliability of the sample
and regardless of the cardinality of the features involved. In this way we
pretend to address the objections formerly exposed.
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Chapter 4

Structural evidence functions

The basis of our measures suggests that meaningful transformations of this
distances could be derived from linear or exponential approaches.

We forward that we have experimented with both and that they offer
similar results. But from the very first beginning we chose the exponential
one. The original reason for this was the idea that in a sample with white
noise and given a particular antecedent, the value of the consequent should
be normally distributed around a particular consequent, whenever they were
engaged in a relation of dependence, and so had to be the deviation from the
ncd. Later, this choice has shown to hold analytical properties that makes
it still more preferable.

Hence, from an exponential perspective, a general form for this transfor-
mation would be,

Z (x) = k exp

(
α

(
x− µ

σ

)2
)

(4.1)

where x can either refer to the marginal or conditional distribution, nq
j/N

or npq
ij /np

i , whatever be the case, µ is the correspondent mean (1/s or 1/r),
and α and σ are two free parameters that will determine the final shape and
scaling of this function. k is a normalizing factor, which is not meaningful
as far as for this chapter, so we are going to drop it by now.

Recalling what we said in the previous section, we expect to tackle two
different issues related with these parameters: (i) we expect to find an opti-
mal balance in the way of measuring representativity and reliability, (refer
to fig. 3.1), and (ii) we expect some kind of scaling in these measures related
to the quantity/quality of knowledge expressed as a function of cardinality.

In fact, the combination σ/
√

α is what will determine both issues, and
following our intuition, this should be a function of the certainty and uncer-
tainty factors. But which relation is going to better handle both issues?

Furthermore, the certainty and uncertainty factors impose an asymmetry
and this rises still another question, should or should not we regard this
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asymmetry in measuring the deviations from the equilibrium?

4.1 The QNormal distance distribution

It seems a matter of logic that shaping should hold asymmetry, while scaling
should not.

Hence, we take different shaping factors at each side: the uncertainty
factor σ− = U at the left, and the certainty factor σ+ = C at the right, and
for simplicity we indicate σ ≡ {U,C}.

Regarding to the scaling factor, an intuitive way of handling asymmetry,
is by directly combining the certainty and uncertainty factors in what we
call the knowledge factor, given by,

Q = U C (4.2)

Then taking α = ln (Q), renders the following expression for equation
4.1,

Z (x) = exp

(
ln (Q)

(
x− µ

σ

)2
)

(4.3)

where µ = U and σ = {U,C}, respectively at each side.
Further empirical validations of this expression show that still better

balance is achieved by including an independent extra shaping parameter of
1/ (2s). (We give further explanations of this question in section 5.3). Then,
given that,

exp (ln (Q) A) = QA ≡ bxp (A)

expression 4.3 can be rewritten as,

Z (x) = bxp

(
1
2s

(
x− µ

σ

)2
)

(4.4)

where bxp, what we call the knowledge factor exponential base, is a self al-
lowed notation derived from exp, (natural exponential base), with analogous
meaning.

This is in fact a family of exponential functions with an obvious proximity
to the Normal distribution, though we are not thinking of them as probability
density functions but rather as distance measures, making sense only in the
range 0 ≤ x ≤ 1.

Therefore we refer to this family of functions as the QNormal distance
distribution, QN (U, {U,C}), which are depicted in fig. 4.1.1

1Strictly speaking, this functions do not hold the formal properties of a metric distance
functional (in particular, the triangular inequality does not make any sense here). They
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Figure 4.1: QNdd for 2 ≤ s ≤ 15.

At the mean, the value of this function is 1, and at the boundaries, the
function takes equal values, given by,

Zz ≡ Z (0) = Z (1) = bxp

(
1
2s

)
(4.5)

Following, we formalize the measures of representativity and reliability
that can be derived from this general expression of distance, where we will
use this value at the boundaries.

The final shape of this functions is determined by a special combination
of U , C and Q: distances are measured relatively to the maximum possible
deviation at each side, given respectively by U and C, and the scaling factor
Q is a combination of U and C itself. The relation between them is depicted
in fig. 4.2.

This particular combination renders an equilibrium, given at the mean,
which is broken with a particular gradient that expresses two clashing facts:
(i) the C factor expresses the idea that the more the cardinality, the more
accurate the information given by the feature, therefore Q increases and the
gradient decreases, so that more evidence must be seen in order to break the
equilibrium, (ii) whereas the U factor expresses the idea that the more the
cardinality, the less the prior probability for the state of both minimum and
maximum information (bigger entropy), therefore the gradient increases,
making it easier to reach it.

should yet be regarded as deviations, but we feel more comfortable talking about distances
because it fits better with the notions of distance/proximity to the ncd/pmd.
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Figure 4.2: UCQ for 2 ≤ s ≤ 15.

4.2 Presence

Applying the general expression given in 4.4 to the marginal distribution of
feature Xp, we have,

∀xp
i ∈ Xp , zp

i ≡ Z

(
np

i

N

)
= bxp

 1
2r

(
np

i
N − µr

σr

)2
 (4.6)

As exposed in chapter 2, our concept of coverage is regarded from the
notion of contrastability rather then generality, and consequently represen-
tativity is an attribute (or sample) related concept, not an attribute-value
one. This means that whenever we had a certain xp

m with np
m = N , the

representativity of that attribute should be zero, because no contrasting in-
formation about other values exist. Hence, our measure should be zero for
any xp

m with np
m = N , as well as for any xp

z with np
z = 0.

Thus, we should fit the values of our measure in the interval (0, 1). Also,
it would be interesting to have normalized values. We can achieved this by
combining 4.6 with the value at the boundaries given in 4.5, as it is shown
in the following expression,

bp
i =

1
r

(
zp
i − Zz

1− Zz

)
(4.7)

This function is an alternative and significantly different measure of cov-
erage, which we call presence, and which is depicted in fig. 4.3 for different
values of cardinality.

The total presence of feature Xp is then given by,
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Figure 4.3: Presence function for 2 ≤ s ≤ 15.

Bp =
∑

i

bp
i (4.8)

with a maximum value of 1, given when all possible outcomes for the feature
are equally covered.

As long as the marginal distribution of that feature moves away from
the pmd in any direction, the value of presence decreases, vanishing at the
boundaries.

4.3 Coherence

Applying the general expression given in 4.4 to the conditional distribution
(Xq | Xp), we have,2

∀
(
xp

i , x
q
j

)
∈ (Xp, Xq)

zpq
ij ≡ Z

(
npq

ij

np
i

)
= bxq

 1
2s

 npq
ij

np
i
− µs

σs


2 (4.9)

The exponential function inverts the initial measure, turning it into a
proximity. But we are interested in measuring distances to the ncd, so we
have to consider the opposite in this case.

As before, combining 4.9 with 4.5 in order to fit values into (0, 1) , and
normalizing, we can derive an expression of reliability, given by,

2bxq stands for the knowledge factor exponential base for Xq
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cpq
ij =

1
r s

(
1 −

zpq
ij − Zz

1− Zz

)
(4.10)

This function is an alternative and significantly different measure of con-
fidence, which we call coherence. We depict it in fig. 4.4.

The total coherence of pattern Xp → Xq is then given by,

Cpq =
∑
i,j

cpq
ij (4.11)

with a maximum value of 1, given when each subpattern is maximally co-
herent, as it is stated in the following definition,

Definition 3. The conditional distribution (Xq | Xp) is maximally coher-
ent when ∀xp

i ∈ Xp , ∃xq
m ∈ Xq , such that, npq

im = np
i and ∀xq

j 6=m ∈
Xq , npq

ij = 0.

And being both conditions necessary for the maximum coherence, they
are both assigned the same value of coherence 1/ (r s) .

Obviously, it is an asymmetric measure, so that most of the time it will
be cpq

ij 6= cqp
ji , and although this can not be directly grasped as the direction

in which the cause-effect relation acts in the real domain, it may help at
figuring out this matter for particular cases.

It is also notable, that antecedent and consequent can be sets of at-
tributes. In this case, the measure refers to the relation of conditional
dependence between features in the antecedent with respect to the con-
sequent. That is, given Xpq = {Xp, Xq} with crd (Xpq) = (r s), and (Xc)
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with crd (Xc) = t, the coherence of the conditional distribution ( Xc |Xpq)
is given by,3

zpqc
ijk ≡ Z

(
npqc

ijk

npq
ij

)
= bxc

 1
2t


npqc

ijk

npq
ij
− µt

σt


2
 (4.12)

Therefore,

cpqc
ijk =

1
r s t

(
1 −

zpqc
ijk − Zz

1− Zz

)
(4.13)

4.4 Utility

Finally, combining the two former measures, we obtain the utility measure
for the rule xp

i → xq
j , which is given by,

upq
ij = cpq

ij (bp
i r)

(
bq
j s
)

(4.14)

The total utility of the pattern Xp → Xq is then given by,

Upq =
∑
i,j

upq
ij (4.15)

with a maximum value of 1, given when coherence is maximal and presence
for both features is perfectly equilibrated.

An example of the utility function for xp
i → xq

j with (r = 2, s = 3) and
being Xp in pmd is given in fig. 4.5.

4.5 Semantics of the utility function

This expression is not a strict measure of dependence. It intends to give
an equable, impartial and equilibrated measure of intensity and reliability
of implication in a relationship, taking into account its relative degree of
representativity and its associated quantity/quality of knowledge.

Coherence is measured as a trace of dependence. It’s to be assumed that
whenever two features are dependent, this dependency should be patent for
the whole pattern, moving away their conditional distribution from the ncd.
On the other hand, high rates of coherence would be easily achieved with
respect to a feature with a great bias in its marginal distribution. That’s
the correction introduced into the expression of utility by the measure of
presence. Good coherence but poorly or excessively supported by the sample
would be punished by the presence factor, giving poor rates of utility.

3bxc stands for the knowledge factor exponential base for Xc
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Equanimity is given by the fact that presence and coherence are mea-
sured exactly as the same concept, a distance to their respective uninforma-
tive distributions, guarantying this way the most possible assertive balance
between seeing (presence, coherence) and believing (utility).

By definition, utility is inversely related to the total amount of uncer-
tainty of the consequent given that the antecedent is known, (see [5] for a
related discussion). Even in the case of independence, we have,

Upq (Xp⊥Xq) ≥ 0

being zero only when Xq is in pmd. This expresses the idea that, even being
independent, it is still possible to get some certainty about the consequent,
though coming from its own marginal distribution. In such a case, there
exists a subspace in the set of all possible joint distributions, in the neigh-
bourhood of independence, in which Upq ≤ Up⊥q. This suggests the daring
idea of expanding the concept of independence: it is not the single point of
statistical independence where P (Xp, Xq) = P (Xp) P (Xq), but the whole
subset of joint distributions for which Upq ≤ Up⊥q, that is, where the total
uncertainty is even greater than that given in independence.

4.6 Global and partial utilities

From a summarization point of view, being the measure defined at the least
significant level, it can be summed up to whatever may be of interest, pro-
viding ranked classifications not only at pattern, subpattern or rule levels,
but even at feature and sample levels. Therefore, relevance at each level can
be objectively analyzed.

Significant levels of utility are the following:
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• direct utility.

The set of implications of a feature is what we call its direct utility. It
represents a set of conditional independence relations and is given by
the sum of the pattern utilities with each one of its descendants (or
consequents), that is,

U c
D =

1
crd (d)

∑
q∈d

U cq , being d the set of descendants (4.16)

• inverse utility.

The set of explanations of a feature is what we call its inverse utility.
It represents a set of conditional dependence relations and is given by
the joint direct utility of its ascendants (or antecedents), that is,

U c
I = UAc , being A the set of ascendants (4.17)

Both partial utilities have significant implications regarding to classi-
fication and to graphical modelling.

• total utility

Adding the two formers we get what we call the total utility of a
feature, from which some conclusions can be derived related to feature
subset selection issues.

• undirected utility

Adding the pattern utility in both directions, we get the utility of the
undirected relation among two features. In the next chapter we will
show the great importance of this function with an example. It is
given by,

Upq/qp =
1
2

(Upq + U qp) (4.18)

• global utility

And yet, adding the undirected utility of all dependencies considered
in a particular model, we can get the utility at sample level, as a
numerical reference of the quality of a sample with respect to that
particular dependencies model.

Recalling our first and second hypothesis, this would be a sort of mea-
sure of the structural evidence conveyed by the sample, given a par-
ticular dependencies model and given a particular partition, whenever
discretization and clustering are involved. This allows us to choose
among different alternatives without the need of checking them against
any training or validation set.
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An immediate striking practical application, is to implement this mea-
sure as a heuristic in a search algorithm in order to optimize a classification
pattern for any feature. We give some examples of this application in chapter
6. It is worth mentioning that the undirected utility of that pattern should
not be confused with its expected accuracy. Again, let’s refer to the dif-
ference stated in the second hypothesis between structural an parametrical
evidence. So far, we only have been talking about the former.

4.7 Utility function vs. Fischer Exact test

This section is an example of some ongoing work about comparing the utility
function with other related statistical and descriptive measures of interest-
ingness, as it is exposed in chapter 8. Though not thoroughly finished we
consider it illustrative enough for including it here.

In fig. 4.6 we show a comparison of the Fischer Exact Test versus the
Utility function, enhancing some important aspects about their behaviour
with respect to different sampling situations.

We have chosen the Fischer Exact Test because, talking about depen-
dence between features, it is commonly accepted to be one of the most
reliable measures of interestingness, even with small and sparse samples.

Let’s refer to a 2*2 contingency table, for a sample of size N , and row
margin totals given by a and b, and column margin totals given by c and d.
I’m showing only the sufficient values N , a and c.

In each graph we are plotting the values of the Utility function (the blue
line) and the p-value given by a two sided Fischer Exact test of homogeneity
(the green line), for all possible configurations of the contingency table,
which are given in the x-axis as the value of the top-left cell (let’s say nac).
In order to make sense of the accept and reject regions of the null hypothesis
we have also plotted a red line showing a significance level of 0.05.

The graphs in the first column show the effect of sample size in a situation
of maximum information sampling scheme, that is, with equality in row and
column margins.

In such situations, the Fischer Exact test gives the highest p-value (with a
value of one) at the middle point, while the utility function gives its minimum
(with a value of zero) at the same middle point. As far as here, that’s
obvious, as long as independence and minimum information are exactly the
same joint distribution.

The first question to be noted is that while the Fischer Exact test acts
as an on/off switch at some, more or less significant point, the utility func-
tion gives a continuous evaluation, assigning a value of 1 to both joint dis-
tributions expressing maximum certainty, and a value of zero to the joint
distribution with minimum information.

We can also see that equal values of utility, falling in the accepting region
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Figure 4.6: Utility versus Fischer Exact Test
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of the null hypothesis for smaller sample sizes, are pushed to the rejecting
region as the sample size increases, that is, as more evidence is available.

Right so far. But a major difference is that computational cost of the
Fischer Exact Test may become unfeasible from a certain sample size on,
specially when the total margins are so equilibrated and the set of possible
contingency tables becomes huge. On the contrary, the computation of
the utility function is a simple operation, quite independent of sample size,
once the marginal and joint frequencies are known. This also holds for
contingency tables of higher cardinalities or higher dimensions.

In the second column we show the effect of bias in the marginal distri-
bution of the antecedent.

Remaining the consequent in marginal equilibrium, the joint distribu-
tions of independence and minimum information still coincide. But we can
observe that while the Fischer test gives no extra information about that new
situation, the utility function decreases the maximums, as long as knowledge
conveyed by such joint distributions will never be as reliable as that coming
from equilibrated marginals.

In the third column we show the effect of bias in the marginal distribution
of the consequent.

In such situation, a joint distribution of zero information does not ex-
ist. There will always be some unbalance and consequently some conveying
of knowledge. While the marginal bias is relatively low, independence and
minimum information still coincide, though the minimum information is not
zero anymore. The maximums are also lower than one. This clearly illus-
trates how the bias in marginal distributions, conditions by itself a minimum
of conveyed knowledge, which is wiped away from the maximum, and also
shown as a minimum greater than zero.

As the bias becomes greater, the independence and the minimum infor-
mation joint distributions move away one from the other, and we reach a
point, where the joint distribution becomes so tight, that there exists no
configuration conveying more knowledge than that given in independence.
That’s what we can see in the lower graph where independence corresponds
to maximum utility. This clearly illustrates our former assertion that the
utility function is not a strict measure of dependence.

Finally, in the fourth column we show the effect of bias in both marginals.
In such cases, independence and minimum information hardly coincide.

In the direction of the minimum of the marginals, some configurations can be
found, for which the amount of information is less than that corresponding
to independence. And it can even be the case, that for considerably high
biased marginals, the minimum information point is falling in the rejecting
region of the null hypothesis. That is, the Fischer test would accept the null
hypothesis given a certain level of information, but would amazingly reject
it for a lower level.
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Chapter 5

Parametrical Evidence
functions

Finally, the same approach holds yet another possible derivation from the
parametrical point of view, which clearly explains what it is conceptually
being done. This can be viewed as an alternative to the MLE or other
parametrical learning methods.

5.1 Parametrical models

From the same QNdd function, we can derive parametrical models for the
marginal and conditional distributions. As well as we dropped the normal-
izing factor while deriving the structural functions, in this case, we do need
to normalize the QNdd function so as to have a probability density function.

A circular integration of 4.4 renders the following normalization factor,

k = 2σ

√
−ln (Q)

2πs

with different σ at each side of the mean. But, contrary to the Normal
distribution, where one half of probability lies at each side of the mean, in
our case, we want 1/s of probability at the left, and (s− 1) /s at the right,
given precisely by σ. This renders equal normalization factors at each side.

Consequently, the normalized QNdd function, turns to a probability den-
sity function, given by,

θ (x) =

√
−2 ln (Q)

πs
bxp

(
1
2s

(
x− µs

σs

)2
)

(5.1)

The depiction of this function is given in fig. 5.1.
By numerical integration of 5.1, we get the correspondent probability

distribution function, depicted in fig. 5.2
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Figure 5.1: Probability density function for 2 ≤ s ≤ 15.
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Figure 5.2: Probability distribution function for 2 ≤ s ≤ 15.
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So, instead of a single raw interpretation of support, we get a whole
family of probability distributions as a function of the cardinality. This
is of great importance, because it means that this function translates the
parameters to a common space where all of them can be seen relatively to
the quantity/quality of knowledge they express.

In the following we analyze some important properties of this family
of distributions. An immediate conclusion that we can forward, is that
this probability distributions express a more conservative understanding of
evidence. Anyway, we have empirically verified, that this conservative trait
turns to be usually enough in classification issues, and in most of the cases
even better than a raw interpretation.

It’s hardly worth mentioning, that an interesting option arises from the
possibility of applying this parametrical model to any of the measures and
methods already existent.

5.2 Complete family of parameters

The conservative trait of our parametrical models comes from the fact of
considering the random nature of any sampling scheme. As an expression
of the non 100% of reliability of the sample, this pdf gives non-zero values
at the zero frequency and non-one values at the frequency one.

The non-zero values express the uncertainty associated to the fact of hav-
ing no evidence of something. The non-one values express the uncertainty
that should be regarded, in spite of having full evidence of something. So,
the origin of this conservative trait is clear: some probability is deserved for
the unseen cases.

And, as a direct consequence of the asymmetric normalization, the fol-
lowing relation holds:

1− θ (1) =
∫ ∞

1
θ (x) dx = (s− 1)

∫ 0

−∞
θ (x) dx = (s− 1) θ (0) (5.2)

It is easy to figure out the meaning of this relation: seeing only one value,
entails not seeing the other (s-1) values. So the uncertainty associated to
both facts is the same.

A pretty useful direct consequence of this fact is that these parametrical
models directly provide a full family of parameters.

5.3 Properties

Rather then properties, what we expose in this section is a desiderata of
properties that our family of parametrical models should hold:
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• Consistency

1.
∑r

i θp
i =

∑r
i p (xp

i ) = 1

2.
∑s

j θpq
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∑s
j p
(
xq

j | x
p
i

)
= 1

• Scalability

1.
∑s

j θ
(pq)
(ij) =
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j p
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i , x
q
j

)
= p (xp

i ) = θp
i

2. θpc
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k |x
p
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∑
j p
(
xc

k

∣∣∣xp
i x

q
j

)
=
∑

j θpqc
ijk

Though stated separately, it is enough with proving either property 1 or
2 in both cases.

We have not yet verified whether our parametrical models hold these
properties, but we have got some empirical indications that they indeed
may hold them.

At that moment, this is probably the most important point of all our
exposition. It would represent a kind of closure of our approach and a
great contribution in order to endow it with some theoretical support and
robustness. So, our immediate lines of research will go in the direction of
finding a theoretical, (or empirical at least), prove of these properties.

In fact, the presence of the extra shaping factor of 1/ (2s) in the QNdd
comes from the empirical verification of part of these properties.
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Chapter 6

Relational domain related
issues

The aim of this chapter is to illustrate how the QNdd framework applies
to pattern discovery in classification and graphical modelling problems. We
do not pretend here to make any performance empirical comparative with
other customarily applied methods. The main interest is only to highlight
some particular questions of interest. Therefore, we will base our exposition
on a toy synthetic example, exclusively designed for this purpose.

6.1 A toy example

Our example refers to a domain with three attributes X = {A,B, C} in-
volved in a relation of conditional dependence. All features are continuous,
with values in the range (0,1). C is the class. A and B are independently
distributed attributes and none of them gives any information about the
class by itself, but when considered together they fully explain C.

In particular, there exists three levels of A and three levels of B, de-
termined respectively by the boundary points (u1, u2) and (v1, v2), and
there exist five levels (classes) of C, determined by the boundary points
(w1, w2, w3, w4), and the relation holds the following set of rules,

if 0 ≤ A < u1 and


0 ≤ B < v1, then 0 ≤ C < w2

v1 ≤ B < v2, then w1 ≤ C < w2

v2 ≤ B < 1 , then w2 ≤ C < w3

if u1 ≤ A < u2 and


0 ≤ B < v1, then w1 ≤ C < w2

v1 ≤ B < v2, then w2 ≤ C < w3

v2 ≤ B < 1 , then w3 ≤ C < w4
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if u2 ≤ A < 1 and


0 ≤ B < v1, then w2 ≤ C < w3

v1 ≤ B < v2, then w3 ≤ C < w4

v2 ≤ B < 1 , then w4 ≤ C < 1

In the following examples, we use different samples, drawn from this
general joint distribution, by specifying different values for the boundary
points. We pretend to show that we can find out the underlying pattern,
under different conditions of data balancing.

The basis of our method is a heuristic search over the space of all possible
partitions of the sample, based on a greedy optimization of the undirected
utility.

We start the search with any initial partition. This is not relevant, so
we use an equal width partition with an appropriate number of intervals
for each attribute. Setting the initial number of intervals should be done
in relation to the sample size N , because of the following: (i) too many
intervals, with too few examples in each, may lead to a situation of excessive
initial overfitting trapped in a local optimal, and (ii), too few intervals may
difficult to reach the optimal partition.

Let’s denote as ra, rb, and s, the respective cardinalities of A, B and
C at any time of the search. Let’s denote also π = {A,B} as the set of
ascendants of C, and crd (π) = ra rb = r.

Then the undirected relation utility is given by,

Uπ,c + U c,π =
r,s∑
l,k

uπc
lk +

s,r∑
k,l

ucπ
kl =

=
r,s∑
l,k

cπc
lk bπ

l (bc
k s) +

s,r∑
k,l

ccπ
kl (bc

k s) bπ
l

where,

bπ
l =

m∏
ρ∈π

(
bρ
l rρ

) 1
m

By definition of the utility function, that is the same as optimizing
the conditional probability functions P (C | A,B) and P (A,B | C) together,
while deserving a reasonable balance for the marginal distributions of each
one.

The optimality of the final partition found should be guaranteed by
a natural bias of the measure of utility toward the minimum description
length principle. Anyway, this is subject to the efficiency of the searching
algorithm itself. In this case we use a home-brewed simulated annealing,
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which we deem efficient enough to show the goodness and badness of this
methodology, what is our main purpose.

The only parameters that must be fixed by the user are the number
of intervals of the initial discretization of each feature. At the same time,
this number sets an upper bound to it, and is expected to lower down as
the optimization proceeds. If it does not, we should consider to repeat the
optimization with larger values.

An important drawback is computational cost, being roughly of order
quadratic with respect to the total cardinality involved in the search, given
by (rs).

6.2 Discretization

Many of the existing discretization methods, ([7], [10], [11], [12], [14], [17],
[19], [24], [25],[38]), are based on either one or both of the following: (i)
independent discretization of each attribute, and (ii) supervised discretiza-
tion.

Obviously, none of this assumptions applies to our case: the class has to
be discretized itself and all attributes should be simultaneously discretized
in order to find an optimal partition of the sample. That is what we refer
to as simultaneous domain sensitive1 discretization, formerly introduced in
chapter 2.

Following, we give some examples to illustrate how our approach can
deal with such a problem. We present three different cases corresponding to
different situations of unbalance in data, as given in the following table,

u1 u2 v1 v2

a) balance 0.33 0.66 0.33 0.66
b) slight unbalance 0.21 0.57 0.23 0.48
c) hard unbalance 0.12 0.31 0.16 0.35

In all cases, the class boundary values are equidistantly set. Unbalance
in the marginal distribution of C is obviously determined by the joint dis-
tribution of A and B.

In the following figures we show graphical representations in which the
black lines show, at the left, the underlying pattern used in the joint distri-
bution, and at the right, the final pattern discovered. We use a color code
to indicate the values of the class. The initial discretization is set to 10
equidistant intervals, equally for the three features.

1The concept of domain sensitive is inspired on the work by [25], which is close
to ours, in the sense of stepping aside from the classical classification between super-
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Figure 6.1: Discretization at different levels of unbalance
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As it can be observed, the results are clearly affected by unbalance in
data.

• balanced data (upper figure)

The final pattern is quiet right. Only very small differences can be ob-
served in the fine tunning of the boundaries. This is most probably due
to some limitations of the searching algorithm. Further optimization
would probably achieve a perfect model.

• slight unbalanced data (central figure)

Some differences in the fine tunning of the boundaries are also ob-
served here. Additionally, features A and B appear somewhat over
discretized. In particular, for them both, the largest interval is split
into two almost equal intervals. The reason is that, without any loss
in coherence, a better balance in presence is achieved by this splitting.

And finally, class c1 has been merged with class c2. The reason for this
is that the evidence about this class is not enough to support it, with
respect to the other classes. Holding this class, would contribute an
amount of coherence, that would not compensate the loss in presence
due to the unbalance generated in the marginal distribution of C.

• hard unbalanced data (lower figure)

This case is more of the same of the previous, but obviously more
extreme. Classes c1, c2, c3 and c4 are merged to one single class,
and only c5 is retained as originally. Again, the largest intervals of A
and B are split in order to achieved better balance in their marginal
distribution.

Let’s denote, that C is not split, though having as well some unbalance
in its distribution. That is because in this case, such splitting would
definitely damage coherence, and this loss would not be sufficiently
compensated.

Far from being questionable, the differences in the final patterns under
different unbalance, show exactly the same, not a different, behaviour. We
have stated a certain will for believing what is seen in the samples, and the
different patterns are just the consequence of it.

As a general observation, in all cases, the initial cardinality of features,
set at 10, has been considerably reduced. This illustrates our assertion about
the natural bias of our measure toward the MDL principle.

Whenever this strict conservative trend is excessive, and we have unde-
sired results like merging of different classes, it is still possible to split the

vised/unsupervised optimization algorithms, though conceptually being a quite different
approach.
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sample as indicated by the pattern. In this way, each one of the subsamples
gets more balanced. Then they can be further optimized as in a kind of
zoom effect.

The former paragraph is not at all a kind of justifying argument. We
believe that a deep truth is lying under it. We can not expect any accurate
knowledge discovering tool to correctly find out all these patterns, in the
same way as we can not expect to focus different size elements through a
microscope.

Like discretization, clustering can be handled in the same way. The only
difference is that in this case the search is over the space of all possible
clusterings. We have had no time to prepare some examples, but there will
be a specific section in this chapter illustrating this.

Other issues that should be extensively discussed in this chapter are the
effects of sample size, noise, missing values and presence of outliers.

6.3 Feature Subset Selection

A direct consequence of the optimization process is that, whenever a feature
is not relevant, its discretization tends to render a partition with one single
interval, expressing in this way the uselessness of that attribute. Therefore,
as a side effect of discretization, we get a sort of feature subset selection. This
is yet another empirical confirmation of the natural bias that the measure of
utility presents toward the MDL principle. (Similar references to this fact
can be found in [12] and [24]).)

In order to illustrate this we present the examples shown in figures 6.2
and 6.3. The sample size is set to N = 400. All initial cardinalities are set
to 7. And the boundary values are given in the following table,

u1 u2 v1 v2

fig.6.2 0.24 0.56 0.10 1.00
fig.6.3 0.24 0.56 0.05 1.00

As it can be observed, A is slightly unbalanced and B is extremely
unbalanced. In this situation, class c5 does not exist, and B has quite of an
irrelevant feature.

Even being so insignificant, the relevance of B is still detected in the
first case. But a partition with only two intervals, would be excessively
unbalanced. Consequently, B is over discretized, so as to render b1 more
significant with respect to the others.

In the second case B is definitely disregarded. This fact introduces some
incoherence in the model. But the loss in coherence is less then the loss in
presence of B due to considering such a small interval.
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Figure 6.2: Relevance of B is still detected

Figure 6.3: Relevance of B is disregarded
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This may seem somewhat counterintuitive. Why are we disregarding
such information? This is easy to understand if we forget that we know the
real pattern. Then the reason is clear: though we are seeing this information,
its evidential support is considered not enough so as to believe that, in later
coming examples, it will remain exactly as the sample is showing. There is
too much uncertainty associated to this evidence with respect to our will for
believing in it.

Also, as it happened in the previous examples, evidential support for
class c1 is to less with respect to the other classes, hence it is merged with
class c2.
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Chapter 7

Transactional domain related
issues

In few words, the main conclusion drawn from the examples given in the
previous chapter, is that it looks as if our approach assertively captures
knowledge. As we have seen, this may have plenty of implications with
respect to many relational domain related tasks. Then, it may as well be
useful for transactional domain related tasks. So, a new line of future work
refers to the study of how this framework fits in association rule mining
issues, and what new contributions it may bring.

At first glance, utility may be regarded as an alternative interestingness
measure that would allow to get a ranked classification of all rules extracted
from any already existent rule mining algorithm. By definition, in doing
that, it may contribute with issues like dealing with negative associations
[33], redundant rules [2], and problems like over searching [30] and multiple
comparisons [16] or multiple hypothesis testing [15], [26], [31], [36].

Still more interesting would be to develop pruning strategies based on our
approach by itself. This is subject to the study of the algorithmic properties
of presence, coherence and utility.

This is a line of research that has not yet been explored at all, and
naturally, it is going to deserve a special treatment as part of our future
work. In this sense we are going to follow the guidelines stated in [6], [20],
[21], [22], [23].

7.1 Support and confidence thresholds

Any rule mining algorithm based on frequent set mining is subject to fixing
the right support and confidence thresholds. This problem is a well known
drawback of this framework and has raised a lot of controversy.

A direct approach to it comes from the family of probability distribu-
tions given in chapter 5. Given a desired threshold, our family of probability
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Figure 7.1: Support and Confidence thresholds for different k-itemsets

distributions provides different support and confidence thresholds for differ-
ent levels of k-order itemsets. This contributes a very important part of the
solution to this problem. We show this in fig. 7.1.

As it can be observed, given the desired threshold (50% for the example
in fig. 7.1), lower values of support and/or confidence are fixed as the
cardinality increases.

The conceptual reasons underlying this differences in the thresholds had
already been introduced in section 3.4. They come from the following facts:
(i) regarding to support, we are taking into account the lower prior proba-
bility of finding a k-order itemset in the sample, as a consequence of a higher
cardinality, and, (ii) regarding to confidence, we are taking into account the
lower prior probability of finding a rule with a given confidence level, as a
consequence of a higher cardinality involved in it.

The former relates to a direct application of our parametrical models
to other existing methods. But being Presence and Coherence alternative
definitions to Support and Confidence, we can think about a direct approach
using our measures.

In this case we have an extra advantage coming from the fact that, from
our approach, each rule is considered beneath the framework of its whole
pattern. Thus, not only we would have different thresholds for different
k-itemsets, but the concept of threshold itself, turns into an interval of ac-
ceptable values. This is depicted in fig. 7.2.

For instance if we are willing to set a threshold of 50% of presence, this
directly determines different upper and lower bounds of support for each k
level. The upper bound avoids considering rules which have no significant
counterpart in the pattern, complementing the knowledge they express as a
counterfact.

The same holds for confidence. Fixing, again, a threshold of 50% of
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Figure 7.2: Support and Confidence upper and lower bounds for different
k-itemsets, k = {2, 3}

coherence, different upper and lower bounds are determined for frequent k-
itemsets of different levels, though in this case the valid intervals are the
outside ones. The lower interval allows discovering rules expressing negative
associations, which may as well be of interest.

All in all, it would have a helpful pruning effect at low levels, while
allowing to still find valuable knowledge at higher levels.
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Chapter 8

Planning

A whole new approach, with plenty of implications on many knowledge
discovery related tasks, has been introduced. We are conscious of a great
daring in doing it. Moreover, when ours is a quite conceptual posing, and
while being based purely on intuition, a lack of supporting theory seems to
be leaking wherever. We are aware of this, and we are aware of the great
amount of work that must be done before a single one of these ideas can be
respectably presented and, hopefully some day, commonly accepted. This is
our objective.

Up till now, our aim has been mainly to set up a new point of view, from
which some present directions appear to be questioned, and some overlooked
topics are faced up with current methodologies. This has been by itself
enough argument for our work.

While none of the proposals suggested here should be considered a closed
question, our claim is to open a new door to further research, and we would
like this to be regarded as our main contribution. Down from here, we deem
some of our ideas promising enough to keep in this direction, hence deserving
our proposal for this PhD Thesis.

8.1 Some conclusions

When not enough supporting theory is available, our last chance is to refer
to empirical validation. Therefore, what follows is mainly based on the
examples presented.

Though being a synthetic toy, they would be really challenging for many
up-to-date methods. But regarding to our approach, and always from our
opinion, they are illustrative enough so as to lead us to a single, necessary
and sufficient, conclusion: our basis hypothesis hold, and the particular ex-
pression of the bias/variance dilemma within this approach, certainly states
a particular will for seeing and believing.

Did we already manage to find out the right one? Probably not. Does
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exist a unique optimal will for seeing and believing? Probably neither. But
we have shown that the quality of a sample can sure enough be measured,
and that our approach can lead us to adeptly define this measure, taking into
account such an elusive concept as it is the quality of information. Though
not yet proved, the apparent properties shown by the parametrical models
contribute additional traces that we may be in a right direction.

Yet more encouraging is the fact of realizing that our measure is re-
ally domain sensitive while capturing knowledge. If the measure works for
discretizing, it may as well be useful for other knowledge discovery related
tasks.

A different matter is the strict trait of our measure. We have seen how a
class can be disregarded when unbalance in data exceeds its will for believing,
and in some cases this may not be desirable. But from our opinion, before
any subjective considerations it would be good to know where objectivity
lies. This one should be our first goal.

Finally, let’s say that our toy examples are in no way far from many
of the real domain problems presented to the machine learning community,
with continuous values and strong dependencies between features.

8.2 Future work

Our immediate next step must go in the direction of asserting the right
measure of utility. We think to be very close to it. But at former times we
already had this feeling, and we know that something unexpected is always
there, ready to leap over.

A recent idea suggests that a good approach to it may come from the
study of the analytical properties of our expressions. In this sense, the
possible consistency and scalability of our parametrical models suggest very
interesting ideas to work on. The idea of a closure as it is exposed in section
5.3 would be a great contribution.

Further validations about the certainty of our approach may come from
the issues outlined in the following sections.

8.2.1 Analysis on the properties of our measures

Many efforts have been done in order to propose properties of interestingness
measures, that may help to understand its characteristics and behaviour.
Following the directions outlined in [6], [21], [22], [28], [34] a thorough study
of the analytic and algorithmic properties of our measures should be done,
in order to formally and conceptually place them among the most currently
in use.
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8.2.2 Analysis on the biases of our measures

We refer here to the problem of bias arising from different cardinalities.
The certainty of our measure is tightly subject to the treatment given to
the matter of the quantity and/or quality of information. Does our scaling
adeptly reflect this?.

To the most of our knowledge, this issue has not been given so much
attention. Some interesting studies exist about biases by cardinality in deci-
sion induction trees, [18], [37]. The main lines exposed in these works state
a good reference in order to analyze the correctness of our treatment. The
results of this analysis should be in accordance with the scalability property.

8.2.3 Comparative versus other measures of interestingness

A different and necessary analysis refers to the behaviour of our measure
in different sampling situations, with respect to other measures of interest-
ingness. In section 4.7 we have forwarded an example. But these different
sampling situations does not refer only to sample size and unbalancing, but
also to presence of noise, outliers and missing values. So, our example should
be extended to those situations, as well as to other types of measures:

1. Statistical measures.

2. Entropy based measures

3. Support-Confidence based measures

8.2.4 Thorough comparative empirical validation

Finally, a thorough comparative empirical validation should be done based
on some of the usual real-domain benchmarks.

8.3 Development schedule

By the year 2002, I had a good job as an informatics engineer, and I had
time and money enough so as to decide joining the Artificial Intelligence
PhD program at the LSI-UPC. I was already far from the thirties by that
time. Since those days, I have been investing all my extra time and money
on my education as a researcher, and on the ideas that have finally led to this
work. Two years ago, I unfortunately missed my job. I had some indemnity
from the job and a lovely daughter from my wife. Something told me then,
that it was the time to take a sabbatical period for my daughter and my
research. Now, money is gone and my daughter and my wife are fortunately
still there. I have no contractual relation with the university, and no chance
at all of applying for any scholarship because of the way these things work.
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Therefore, as soon as I will have written the last word of this PhD Thesis
project, I will have to run out urgently for a job. Hopefully, I will soon get
one, and I will have one free hour a day, and energy enough, to keep on
working in this PhD Thesis.

So, right now, I am in no way able to give any kind of development
schedule. I could have skipped the former paragraph and give any devised
schedule. But I rather prefer not to do it. Not because of any burden on my
conscience. Rather because I want this section to be a claim against the fact
that a forty years old student, stepping suddenly again into the academical
environment, have no chance at all to get any kind of institutional help.
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